CROMSOURCE was established in Europe
more than 25 years ago when the f irst clinical
operations off ice was opened in the historical
center of Verona, Italy.
Shortly afterwards, the Company expanded
into Central and Eastern Europe establishing
the f irst subsidiary in Warsaw, Poland, and so
becoming one of the f irst CROs to be active in
this region. CROMSOURCE has grown organically over the years and now has 12 off ices and
teams located in the strategic hubs of Europe
as well as a strong operational presence across
two off ices in North America. From its inception, CROMSOURCE was built on a foundation
of quality, stability, integrity, and high levels of
customer satisfaction – all of which have led to
a high rate of repeat business. Together with
the long tenure of many of our team members
this means that the expertise and experience
of more than 25 years of conducting clinical
research in Europe is not just ‘on paper’, but is
solid and available within our team.

CROMSOURCE was established
in Europe over 25 years ago

CROMSOURCE
European Coverage
Expert regional support in
Europe and beyond with a North
American perspective
With our established global inf rastructure, expertise, and capabilities we have become the partner
of choice for many small to mid-size US companies
planning to conduct clinical research partially or
wholly in Europe. Due to our mid-size structure and
focus on flexibility, proactivity, and communication,
our clients in North America always feel connected and
prioritised. When their development plans include
Europe, our clients know that the CROMSOURCE
team will be there at every step, delivering expert
regional support in Europe and beyond with a
North American perspective.
With our established and long lasting presence
in Europe, we have built a vast and reliable network
of clinical sites. We are then able to select those
that can deliver a combination of high enrolment,
high retention, and quality data.
With 27 member states in the European Union, each
with its own distinct culture, medical practices, and
regulatory approaches, let our Regulatory Experts
help you in navigating the regulatory f ramework
in Europe.
Whatever the scope of service, CROMSOURCE keeps
our clients closely informed about the progress of
their project in Europe with the same ‘one team’
approach which lies at the heart of the CROMSOURCE
global philosophy.
CROMSOURCE is a safe bridge across the Atlantic
Ocean, and represents the ideal partner for North
American clients including Europe in their clinical
development plans.

CROMSOURCE is an ISO-certif ied, international contract research organisation providing a comprehensive portfolio
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